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The i-GFX is an embedded CPU feature in the Entry workstation DT platform feature. 
Therefore, such a platform must enable the i-GFX supported. However, some of our decision 
to customers ordered powerful d-GFX instead of i-GFX. Meanwhile, the i-GFX power rail still 
operational even i-GFX is not working (Fig. 1). Can we 100% disable the i-GFX power rail to 








The circuit points out if cut off and i-GFX VR could avoid unnecessary power consumption 




To disable i-GFX VR to save unnecessary power consumption once D-GFX is loaded when 
boot. For example, during boot, the system detects the D-GFX whether loaded then decides 
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Figure list  
 
 
Fig. 1 iGFX (Left), and D-GFX (Right)    
 
 
Fig. 2 iGFX with i-GFX VR ON (Left), and D-GFX iGFX with i-GFX VR OFF (Right)    
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